
2020 Juniors Report to NIOA 

One of the many, many effects of the recent lock down and curtailment of all orienteering has been 

the interruption of the momentum that had built up in our junior squad. The year got off to a good 

start with a small squad attending an extra selection race in England in order to qualify for 

consideration for JROS summer camps. Resulting from this, Andrew Elwood spent a week in 

Gothenburg at a ‘self-led’ camp.  Earlier in the summer he had also been part of the Irish team at 

EYOC in Belarus, where NIOA was also represented by Daniel Earnshaw and Meadow McCauley. By 

all accounts the terrain and the competition were both very tough and as usual the Scandi countries 

did best, but our juniors gained great experience and put in some excellent training in the few days 

prior to the competition. 

The autumn is always a busy time with JHI following 2 weeks after JIRCs. This year JIRCs were in 

South Yorkshire and a team of 13 were led by Denis Murphy and Stephanie  Reed. Ben Cairns and 

Zach Murphy put in very creditable performances at M14 coming 17th and 19th respectively. Daniel 

Earnshaw had our highest placing, coming 11th at M16 and Meadow McCauley was 12th at W16. 

Unfortunately, Rebecca Linton, in her first big competition had to withdraw to help an injured fellow 

competitor back to the start. All credit to her for doing so. Overall the team came 10th (out of 12) 

and equalled our best result … of recent years. The weather was atrocious and thanks go to the 

parents Denis Murphy, Donal O’Kane, Stephen Linton and Stephanie Pruzina for their part in looking 

after the team. 

The JHI was hosted by LVO this year with Stephen Gilmore planning the individual event on Cassey 

Water and Stephanie Pruzina planning the relay in Donard Forest. Controller, Richard Williamson 

and Co Ordinator Harold White had some interesting access issues but in the end the event went 

smoothly! Saturday showed the Mournes at their best and Stephen’s courses provided the athletes 

with plenty of challenges, while Sunday was disappointingly miserable weather-wise. The Irish 

juniors were delighted to finish 3rd overall, retaining the Judith Wingham trophy, and NIOA was well 

represented by Oliver O’Kane, Daniel Earnshaw, Andrew Elwood, Peter Reed, Meadow McCauley 

and Rachel Collins. Special mention should go to Meadow who was awarded the prize for best Irish 

performance over the two days. 

I know many of our juniors are feeling very frustrated by the current situation. This year’s JROS 

camps have been cancelled and other events are still uncertain, but their team spirit is strong and 

they are continuing to keep in touch with each other through the various orienteering related virtual 

events and quizzes.  

       Stephanie Pruzina 

 


